
Art of 
Kazakhstan. 

Adjectives and 
Adverbs.

The 20th of October



“Art is long,
      life is short”



       Art of Kazakhstan.

► Art is divers range of human 
activities and the products of 
those activities, usually involving 
imaginative or technical skills. 
Painting
Sculpture
Photography
Music, theatre, dance



Paintings 



ABYLKHAN KASTEEV

Abilhan Kassteev(1904 -1973.). — the famous 
painter, graphic artist, one of the founders of 
Kazakh fine arts. Born and raised, in the place 
— around Zharkent in Almaty region. People's 
artist of Kazakh SSR (1944). The Chairman of 
the Board of the Union of Artists of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan (the years 1945-1956 ). 



He began his career working on 
the construction of the Turksib 
railway. 



Musical instruments 



National clothes



Trunks, tables





 
            Musical instruments 



       Kobyz 
► Kobyz is a bow instrument with two 

strings. It was hollowed out of one 
whole wooden piece – juniper , maple, 
pine-tree and birch. 



Zhetygen

►  

► Zhetygen is an ancient 
seven-stringed plucking instrument, 
which reminds of gusli or lying 
harp. 



Sherter 

► Sherter is an ancient stringed plucking 
instrument. Sherter is played the same 
way as the dombra. But sherter is much 
smaller than dombra, it had a short neck 
without the frets, it had different, 
stronger sound than dombra. 



Sybyzgy 

► Amongst the wind 
instruments sybyzgy 
was the most 
favourite 
instrument.



Dombra 
►

► Dombra is the most widely 
used Kazakh folk instrument. 
Dombra can be met in each 
yurta; it was referred to as 
one the most necessary and 
obligatory things in the life 
of Kazakhs. 



Dabyl ►

► Dabyl is a percussion 
instrument, the rim 
with a handle covered 
from both sides with 
leather. Usually the 
warriors were using 
dabyl (during the 
attack). 





The task: open the brackets, putting the 
adjectives in right degree of comparison.
► Is it_______ (cheap) to go there by car or 

by train?
► Don`t talk about them. Let`s talk about 

something_______________ (interesting).
► The weather was not very ______(good) 

yesterday, but it`s ______(good) today.
► Money is _________(important), but isn`t 

__________(important)thing in life.














